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Editors Note
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Well its the first month in a new role for me as editor and 
I hope that you enjoy the new style of the club magazine. 
This being our 60th year it will be a biggie and I will be 
bringing you quite a few snippet from the past that will 
bring back memories for the oldies and will give a the 
new a members a look how we got to where we are now. 
You will notice that I have included a lot of new material 
and features that will hopefully grow and develop with 
time.

The magazine is only as good as the people who contrib-
ute and to that end I need material and lots of it. If you do 
anything related to diving, send me an email and tell me 
about it. Photos are just as good, whether they are above 
the water or below it send them to me. 

I have included a Buy, Sell and Swap section so send 
me any stuff tha you want to include with descriptions, 
prices, contacts and a photo.

You will find a Members profile to let you know about dif-
ferent people on the committee and in the club, so that 
you can become more familiar with us and get to know 
us a little better. I will be including a boating section, as 
well looking at different boats used for diving in the club. 
If you want to tell me about your boat let me know and we 
will jack it up, I don’t care if its a rubber duckey or a super 
yacht it will be fun and interesting for everyone.

Ther eare always new products on the market that may 
interest you so once again let me know if there is any-
thing you want to know about and I willtry to cover it.

Eric



Presidents Intro

Hi fellow members. My name is Johnny Little and 
I am your newly elected President of the Nelson 
Underwater Club. I joined the club in 1980 as 
part of my dive course and have been a mem-
ber since then. Starting as a C Mas diver then 
changing over to PADI in the 1990s I have made 
my way up to a dive master. I’ve done over a 
thousand dives locally and overseas and still en-
joy it.

My goals as president this year are to see the 
club prosper with increased membership, social 
events and of course, dives. These things will 
only happen if we get participation from you and 
your fellow dive mates.

The new committee has 2 new members, my-
self and club captain Larry Oakly. Larry has also 
been in the club since the 80s and has done an 
enormous amount of diving both locally and defi-
nitely overseas. He has said that his goal is to 
get a trip or social event happening every 2nd 
week. This is a large task, he does have an as-
sistant, Craig Morris and together I believe that 
they will pull it off with support from you guys. 
Winter will be the challenge however diving is 
quite often better with calmer days.

The editor for the club has changed and is now 
Eric Simmons. He needs articles from club 
trips as well as private trips out or social diving 
events. Also send in photos as these play a big 
part of the editors’ job. If you are asked to write 
an article please do so as this shouldn’t fall on 
the same person each month.
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Katie is now Secretary taking over from Anne. Ka-
tie will do an amazing job of this role after her 8 
years as editor.

Janelle is membership coordinator this year so if 
you know of anyone wanting to join up send them 
to the website or pass on Janelle’s number.
Paul Gardener has the position of training officer. 
Paul can train you from open water right up to dive 
master.

Jenny is still our treasurer and has held this role 
for quite a few years now. Jenny is a real asset to 
the club with her back ground in accounting. Subs 
are now due so I’m sure you will be hearing from 
Jenny sometime soon.

Nick is doing a fantastic job of the website adding 
more to it all the time. The trips are all on the web-
site, new membership and soon to be member-
ship renewal will be up and running soon.

And last but not least our patron is Ross McDon-
ald, founding member, life member, Instructor, 
and just a wealth of knowledge .His job is just to 
be there and keep us in line. I don’t think he has 
missed a social event yet in all the years he has 
been in the club.

A big thanks to all past committee members for 
your valued imput into the club and I hope to see 
you all out diving soon.
See you on the water

Cheers Johnny.



NUC Club Trips
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Trips coming up: 

Sun 14th April - Tonga Island marine reserve 
for the King trophy. This is a photography com-
petition for the most species of fish. Any under-
water camera is ok as quality does not matter as 
long as the fish species can be identified. Can 
use scuba, free diving or both. Boats needed.

Sun 5th May - Cable Bay for underwater navi-
gation practice. This will be a family day with a 
BBQ.

Sat 25th / Sun 26th May – Out of Okiwi Bay to 
dive the Koronui wreck and a Cray dive after-
wards. Boats needed.

Other trips options to be planned:

Weekend trips about 4 times a year – French 
Pass, Te Towaka, Elaine Bay, Kaikoura, Golden 
Bay, Port Underwood are some of the options.

June - Brass monkey dive trip in Lake Rotoiti 

close to the shortest day.
July – August Ice at the Rainbow Ski field if 
conditions are favourable.

Source of the Riwaka.

We will have general dive trips to d’Urville Is-
land and the outer Pelorus Sound for Crayfish 
and freediving trips for Paua and spearfishing.
If anybody is taking their boat out at any time 
and has room to take other divers to share the 
cost let me know 

Please support these trips and make this an ac-
tive year for Nelson Underwater Club.
See you out on the water,

Larry Oakly



Waikawa Dive Trips
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The farm stay weekend has had a few pull out 
so if you’re keen, get your names down and 
paid this week, or we shall have to cancel. 

Please note the dates, as in the first news letter 
the dates are wrong. 

The Earth Day dives are filling fast. May need 
a second boat, so if you’re interested in giving 
us a hand it would be most welcome. We have 
bins to place the rubbish in so your boat should 
stay clean.

Shortly we shall be updating our club member-
ship. As many haven’t used the club I intend 
to have a weed out of divers that haven’t been 
active for the last four years. This will mean that 
the news letters will stop coming to you. If you 
wish to remain on our books then you will need 
to email the shop.

Farm Stay at Tory Entrance.

5th 6th, 7th April are the dates. Leave Waikawa 

Marina at 5.30 pm on the Friday and enjoy a 
weekend on the footstep to the Cook Strait. 
Some great open water diving of all kinds. We 
take as many cylinders as we can fit. We stay 
in a newly renovated house on a farm that over 
looks the Strait. Paua farm and eel tours avail-
able. See spectacular views from hill tops, a gun 
emplacement, whaling station and much more. 
$285 each. Includes food, accommodation and 
boat transport. Dive cylinders extra. Numbers 
limited unless another boat is called for.

Earth Day dive

22nd April all divers welcome club members or 
not. We head down the QC sound and dive pop-
ular beaches and moorings. Non divers required 
also. Lots of fun. Free to enter, free gear and we 
are jacking up a BBQ for after too. You do need 
to register for this at Waikawa Dive Centre.

For these trips contact Waikawa Dive
waikawadive@xtra.co.nz or 03 



King Trophy
The King Trophy was presented to the Nelson 
Underwater Club by Captain Richard (Dick) King.

Originally the competition was for a diver to cap-
ture as many varieties of fish on a single roll of 
film using a single tank or free diving or combina-
tion of the two, on a specific Nelson Underwater 
Club trip.

Though the 1990’s this changed slightly with all 
competitors using a single disposable camera to 
make it an even playing field for everyone and 
affordable for those without cameras to partici-
pate. This was always our most popular trip and 
competition during this era.

More recently digital cameras have replaced 
disposable cameras and disposables became 
excessively expensive and eventually extinct. 
So now days you will need a digital camera ca-
pable of going underwater to compete however 
even the micro cameras like the GoPro’s take 
perfectly good photographes and are reasonably 
affordable.

The rules are even simpler now than ever before.

Come on the designated club trip with your cam-
era. The Club Captain will designate an area that 
the competition will be held in.

Take as many photos of different fish species as 
you can and present them to the judge.

Crayfish, Octopus and Jellyfish are definitely ex-
cluded from this competition.... it simply fish we 
are after.

You are not limited to one tank now and you can 
still freedive if you like, there are quite a few spe-
cies that are easier to photograph this way rather 
than on SCUBA.

There are no points for quality and the only crite-
ria is that the fish is “recognisable”

Give it a go, this is a lot of fun.
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King Trophy Rules (I977)

I. Open to all financial members of teh 
Nelson U/W Club.
2. Entrants to indicate ASA film rating 
to organisers.
3. Film spools to be numbered by organis-
ers.
4. Cost of films and processing will be 
borne by entrants.
5. Divers are to use snorkel equipment 
only.
6. Photographic equipment allowed in-
cludes camera, flash, exposure meters, and 
lenses etc. In the case of non 33mm gear 
which takes less than 2o exposures per 
roll two films will be issued. The first 
2o exposures will count. If more than 2o 
exposures are squeezed onto a 35mm film, 
only the first 2o exposures will be count-
ed.
7.The are will be decided on the day, and 
the swim will be held for a minimum of 
4hours.
8.Entrants will swim in buddy pairs
9.One point will be awarded for each spe-
cies of fish that is photographed and 
subsequently identified by the judges. 
More than one species of fish may be shot 
in a single exposure. N.B. Fish must be 
below the surface photographs of fish in 
nets, caught on lines, in tanks or con-
tainers, or out of water will not be ac-
cepted.
Io. The competitor with the heighest 
nnumber of points will be declared the 
winner. In the event of a dead heat the 
overall quality of the photographs will 
decide the winner.
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Club News
Our next club meeting we are looking to do 
things slightly different. Come along and join in 
an evening packed of activities. 

We will have a play with navigation so you can 
better your skills in the water and Eric will talk 
about a mystery piece of equipment, you may 
learn things you didn’t know before! 

We will now have planned trips this year and 
your new club captain Larry is looking forward 
to getting you all out diving. Come along and 
find out in detail about what he’s planning and 
when and feel free to make suggestions or let 
him know places you might be interested in go-
ing!

Mark this date on your calendar, in your phone, 
set a reminder, hey bring a friend too! We would 
love to see you all there

Tuesday 16th April 7.30pm at the clubrooms

Safety sausages or SMB’s are compulsory for all divers on Nelson Underwater Club trips,
they will save your life or atleast save you a lot of embarassing time floating in the water waiting

for a search team to find you. It’s no good just carrying one if you can’t put it up, don’t be
shy, give it a go next time your out on the water. Believe us, the boatman will appreciate being

able to see you.

Can you get if up?
If you can’t be seen by the boat?
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New Members

Returning to the committee as the Membership 
Coordinator I would like to welcome all of our 
new members.
This year the club has proposed some changes 
to put into place and this is exciting as there are 
already some great trips being planned to get 
some diving underway.
 
My husband Paul and I operate Abyss Dive 
and we are always referring lots of divers to 
the club, and always look forward to seeing 
them again out on the club trips. Also, we are 
often looking for a diver or two when we take 
students out, so if you are keen to get out for 
any extra diving – please let us know. Recently 
a spot came up last minute so we gave Bara 
a call who jumped at the chance to get out for 
a dive in the local waters (although she was a 
little nervous about the cold water). We were 
heading to the local marine reserve and after a 
couple of days of reasonably strong afternoon 
sea breeze, you can never be too sure what the 
viz is going to be like in this area. However, on 
this day it wasn’t too bad if we stayed around 
the 14 - 12m mark. We had a nice cruisy shal-
low dive checking out the area in some places 

that we hadn’t been before. Bara was pleasantly 
surprised at the marine life that she got to see 
and wasn’t too cold after all. Must have been 
that suit that wasn’t the easiest to get in to – but 
once on was really warm! 
 
It was great to be able to get one of our newest 
members out and under the water! If you have 
recently joined the club – please let us know if 
you have any ideas for dives or social events. 
The club is a fantastic way to meet people with 
a shared interest. And as we all know as divers 
– we LOVE to talk about what we see  under 
there and fellow divers understand and share 
the same enthusiasm!
 
Also this weekend the Ocean Film Festival 
World Tour is on at the Suter Art Gallery and it 
looks amazing (6th April). The evening viewing 
is sold out but there are still tickets available for 
the Saturday Matinee 2.30pm – 5.30pm.
 
We look forward to meeting you all and getting 
to know you better,

Janelle and the committee team 
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New Website

Late last year the new club website went live. 
Fully rebuilt from the ground up with a new look 
and support for mobile phones and tablets/iP-
ads. If you haven’t seen it yet, check it out. Eve-
ryone is invited to add to the website’s content, 
so if you know a good dive spot or have a news 
article to share, email it through to the Editor@
NelsonUnderwater.club so that it can be added 
to the website.

At the same time, we also changed our primary 
domain name to nelsonunderwater.club. This 
new domain is slightly shorter and more accu-
rately reflects who were are.
All the committee email addresses have also 
changed over to this new domain name. For 
example, the club president’s email address 
has now changed to president@nelsonunder-
water.club. If you have created contacts for 
any committee member email’s, please update 
them to the new email address domain. The full 
list of new email addresses are available on our 
website contact page (https://nelsonunderwater.
club/contact-us/).
The new website now allows new members to 
join online as well as to pay their membership 
subscription at the same time. Later this year, 

we’re planning on extending the website func-
tionality to allow members to login and manage 
their own profile, renew and pay for member-
ship subscriptions with a credit/debit card, 
and submit articles for the news section of the 
website. 
We have also setup a new system for sending 
out newsletters, announcements, club trip notifi-
cations and digital magazine issues. This sys-
tem allows us to prepare nicer looking emails 
with images and text formatting, feedback on 
who has read the email as well as who’s email 
address is no longer working. 
It also allows you to manage your own sub-
scription preferences, e.g. unsubscribe, so that 
we conform to New Zealand unsolicited email 
laws.
While these added features have been a big 
help, the down side is for some users the 
emails are not getting through and hitting spam 
folders instead of making to your inbox. This is 
particularly common for Gmail users. To pre-
vent this from happening and make sure that 
you get all the emails from us, we ask that you 
add both captain@nelsonunderwater.club and 
editor@nelsonunderwater.club as contacts to 
your Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail etc. accounts. Nik



OZtek 2019 Sydney
OZtek 2019 celebrated it’s 20th year show cas-
ing the latest dive gear, travel destinations, train-
ing and  equipment. Sydney International Con-
vention Centre in Darling Harbour is where the 
best of the best in the diving industry come to-
gether every second year to mingle and tell dive 
addicts what amazing things they have been up 
to, what advances that there have been in the 
dive industry and in dive medicine, where the 
most exciting places to go to are and how to get 
the best out of your gear. It is focused on the lat-
est developments in diving and the technology 
used by underwater explorers in their bid to un-
lock the oceans secrets, it selling point to us has 
always been the enthralling, entertaining and 
enthusiastic international speakers that inspire 
you to push your diving experiences further. 
With fifty plus guest speakers, 5 auditoriums 
and six time slots there is no end to the subject 
that you can listen and learn about, 3d mapping, 
archaeology, cave diving, conservation, law, his-
tory photography and imaging, wreck diving the 
list just goes on and on and I would defy any div-
er to go there and not find something that would 
interest them. Then there are the friends and ac-
quaintance from years of diving and adventures 
that we have the chance to reacquaint ourselves 
with and share there latest exploits.

I seemed to focus a lot on wreck diving and 3d 
mapping this year, with a bit of travel and a few 
classes in underwater photography for a breath-
er while Anne was keen on the photography 
and travel. The advances in the mapping of ship 
wrecks has been developed at a great rate and 
the old days of me painful measuring from datum 
points is well and truly over. Now where do I get 
access to a hugely powerful computer? To see the 
entire World War 1 German fleet in 3d underwa-
ter in Scarpa Flow was simply amazing and the 
detail of World War 2 planes in the Mediterranean 
was incredible. This certainly looks like the road I 
will be taking with the Nelson/Marlborough wreck 
sites.
The highlight of the speakers had to be Richard 
(Harry) Harris and Craig Challen presenting the 
rescue of the boys from the cave in Thailand, 
giving their experiences and insights like no one 
has heard before. They weren’t just hilarious and 
entertaining but showed that sometimes highly 
skilled civilians can perform technical operations 
a lot better than Government agency that quite of-
ten hijack task outside their ability and credit has 
to be given to the Thai Government for recogniz-
ing this.
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Crowds attending Craig & Harrys’ Thai Cave Rescue presentation.

International Convention Centre, Sydney Darling Harbour by night
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With more than 80 exhibitors listed on the floor 
plan there was no shortages of things to see 
and goodies to dream about from the smallest 
piece of dive gear through to the latest re-
breathers and underwater scooters. My favorite 
toy was there on display in real life, and having 
only seen it as a prototype on a crowd funding 
website until now, I was quite excited to see 
the latest in underwater drones and what they 
could do. If you were interested in travel there 
were dozens of resorts and live a boards tout 
their wares from dive holidays in the Pacific to 
live a boards in the Red Sea or dive cruises to 
the Arctic and Antarctic. All had amazing show 
specials that you only need a bit of time and a 
pocket of cash.

Meanwhile there are plenty of workshops run-
ning in different auditoriums that you could 
attend and learn the latest medical techniques, 
see the upcoming gear release, how to use it 
and get the most from it as well as servicing 
techniques. We were most interested in the 
Photography classes to learn more to improve 
our techniques as well as develop new skills. 
Our good friend Pete Mesley presented three 
informative lectures about wreck photography 

and threatened to kick us out if we asked any dif-
ficult questions.

For those who wanted something really different 
you could go cave diving without even getting 
in the water. John Dalla- Zuanna and Wayne 
Johnson have developed a virtual reality 3d Tank 
Cave VR Experience in collaboration with Rich-
ard Harris, now famous for the Thai cave rescue. 
The five minute tour lets even land lubbers the 
chance to immerse themselves into the world of 
cave diving as they walk through a real cave and 
can look around with a virtual torch into every 
nook and cranny as well as experience the dan-
gers of a silt out with out the risks of cave diving.

There is so much to do and see and people to 
meet that I would highly recommend Oztek 2021 
is put on to your calendar of trips away if you are 
interested in a great weekend away full of dis-
covery , entertainment and enlightenment and 
I haven’t even mention the night life in Darling 
Harbour.

Eric
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Out Diving



60years gone by
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The Club Corner  March 1977 reported that the 
club finally had the building permit to build the 
new clubrooms at Pioneer Park. The permit 
stipulated that  the floor had to be poured in 
the summer so ther was a rush to get the floor 
down so work on the steel work and walls could 
proceed over the winter.
The club was busy fund raising for the new 
building with a cabaret to be held at the Stoke 
Memorial Hall, tickets were $16 a head and 
there was only room for 300 people. The club 
also raised $200 picking potatoes and onions.
The clubrooms were built by the members 
of the Nelson Underwater Club and officially 
opened in 1983 by Mayor Peter Malone.
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What would you do?

Demanding conditions often separate divers 
from their buddies during entry or exit. While the 
divers involved in the following report were not 
injured, the scenario highlights what can be a 
potentially dangerous situation.

A group of three divers was making a daytime 
dive on an oil rig some 20 miles off the Louisi-
ana coast. It was March, and the surface waters 
in the area were heavily silted by runoff from the 
Mississippi River, reducing the surface water 
visibility to less than 2 feet (0.7 meters). The 
surface water was so murky that no light pen-
etrated beneath the freshwater layer, and dive 
lights were required to see in the clear underly-
ing water. The divers had planned to descend 
along the leg of the rig, passing through the 
low-visibility layer, and, if separated, they would 
join up in the clear waters below. The surface 
waters were rough, and a current was running 
at the surface at the time the divers entered.

During the descent, two of the divers experi-
enced problems and ultimately returned to the 
dive boat. The third diver successfully negoti-
ated the murky layer, and, after arriving in the 
clear water at a depth of 50 feet (15 meters), 
waited for the two buddies to join him. The diver 
waited approximately 10 minutes before search-
ing the area around the leg of the oil rig for the 
two missing divers.

Unable to find them, he concluded that some-
thing had happened, and he surfaced, rejoining 
the others on the dive boat. Fortunately nothing 
went wrong, but if the “solo” diver had experi-
enced a problem, he would have been on his 
own to sort it out.

Extract from alertdiver.eu

Tell us what went wrong and how it could have 
been handled better at our next meeting.

Tell us what you would do at the next meeting.
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Fish ID

The New Zealand goatfish also known as the 
red mullet can be easily identified by twin bar-
bells hanging beneath its chin. These provide 
sensitive taste buds. The goat fish has the cha-
meleon ability to make lightning-quick changes 
of both color and pattern.  While being cleaned 
it may flush brilliant red, perhaps to render the 
skin parasites more visible by contrast. At night 
goatfishes rest in the open on sand or under 
rock ledges. At night their bodies are pinkish, 
with darker red splotches, through which runs a 
red band along the lateral line. To maximize size 
both dorsal fins are erect. Goatfishes mostly 
move about in loose schools varying from about 
5 to 15 individuals of different size seldom more 
than 2m above the bottom. Within the kelp beds 
they are more often seen swimming above the 
rocks and sand. They range in depth from the 
shallows down to 60m. The goat fish is present 
around New Zealand but is mainly found in the 
north island waters
Their mouth is protractile, angled downward, 
and the fish gulps its prey along with a fair 
amount of sand which is expelled through the 
gills.  Their tiny teeth are unsuited to crush-
ing shellfish or larger food, but they can seize 
smaller fishes hiding on the sand.
Male goat fish can become more than twice as 
big as females up to 17cm in length.

Goat Fish (Red Mullet) Upeneichtys Lineatus
Goatfishes are seen in courtship colors dur-
ing December and January, with a blue tinge to 
their bodies and fins. At this time males establish 
breeding territories, repelling other males and 
courting females with elaborate displays of their 
handsome fins,
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Beqa Shark Bait

In January this year my wife Joy had five day’s 
work in Suva so to fill in time I did two day’s div-
ing out of Pacific Harbour in Bequa Lagoon about 
50kms from Suva. The dive operator is Aquatrek 
whom I would recommend as they make you feel 
welcome and look after you very well.

The first day I did the shark dive trip which in-
volves two dives kneeling behind a low rock 
wall on the seafloor not in a cage. I did this two 
years ago but this time the sharks were much 
more active and didn’t need much hand feed-
ing by the dive masters to attract them. They 
were swimming within touching distance and at 
times straight towards us with the dive masters 
pushing them away with their aluminium prod-
ders. The sharks were mostly Bull sharks as well 
as Lemon sharks and White tipped reef sharks. 
There were also large trevally and many other 
tropical fish. It is amazing experience being in 
the water with these magnificent creatures. At all 
times I felt completely safe and relaxed. The dive 
finishes by swimming back to a wreck on the reef 
where there was a large moray eel. 

The next we did coral diving which were mostly 
fan corals. The first dive involved swim throughs 

seeing lovely corals, lion fish and a leopard 
shark. The second dive had a wreck with lion fish 
and nudibranchs and more coral. Due to a recent 
heavy rainfall the vis was like NZ conditions.

After Suva we stayed in resort on the Coral Coast 
so Joy could have a holiday, snorkelling inside 
the reef, drinking Pina Coladas and relaxing. We 
did a Jet boat trip up the Sigatoga River visiting 
a remote village, drinking Kava, eating local food 
and dancing. I was chosen as the visiting chief 
so had first go at the Kava.

Larry Oakly
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This challenge is open to all members 
of the Nelson Underwater Club using a 
GoPro or similar micro action camera 
on a recognised NUC Club Trip to cap-
ture the most recognisable species of 
fishlife, including crustaceans, mam-
mals and cephalopods (excluding in-
vertebrates, molluscs, weeds, and al-
gae).

* Only a GoPro or similar micro action 
camera with auto-focus and without 
the ability to zoom while in use are per-
mitted to be used.

* Entrants must be a financial mem-
ber of the Nelson Underwater Club by  
31/01/2020

* Only one nominated species per pho-
tograph.

* Photographs are in New Zealand wa-
ters only

* One point for each species plus an 
additional point if your buddy or your-
self is in the photo. (applies to every 
photograph presented)

* Photographs must be emailed within 
7 days of the trip they were taken on to 
editor@nelsonunderwater.club

* Points will accumulate and there is 
no limit to the number of entries.

* Scores will be advertised monthly in 
the NUC Magazine

* The winner is the member with the 
most accumulated points for the year

* Photographs must be taken between 
01/04/2019 and  31/3/2020

Micro Challenge
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Micro Challenge Scores

1 x Fish

1 x Diver plus

= 2 Points

This is designed as a fun challenge that everyone can participate in regardless of your diving 
experience or camera quality. You simply need to go diving and realistically you don’t even need 
to go far to get started as alot of fish can be located close to shore on reefs and sand easily ac-
cessed by shore diving so you don’t even need access to a boat. This couldn’t be easier. Get a 
buddy and a cheaper micro camera and get in the water taking photos. 

I will even give you a game plan. Once you have your buddy and camera, make a list of fish you 
wan to photograph with them. Talk about where you would find each fish and make a plan how you 
will find it and get a photo of it, remember that if you include your buddy in the photo you will get 
an extra point on your score as a bonus. I will even give you a point if you get a selfie with the fish. 
There are no points for quality, if I can recognise the fish or even part of the fish you will get the 
point.

If you need help at identifying fish or even knowing what to look for and where, contact me and I 
will help otherwise there are plenty of great fish id books out there to come up with ideas.

As you can see in the photo below, 2 points is pretty easy to get and crayfish are counted along 
with crabs, octopus, each different bleeny and triple fin and I will even count jellyfish. We simply 
want you in the water. competing on a friendly basis.

Each month we will keep track of the tallies for competitors here so you can see where everyone 
is

Best of luck
Eric
editor@nelsonunderwater.club



Club Trainer
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It has been great to see that there is still a huge 
interest in learning how to scuba dive out there!
 
This summer has been particularly busy with 
students completing the Open Water Certificate 
and also with many students returning to com-
plete their Advanced Open Water ticket. The 
advanced course fine-tunes your diving skills 
and also provides you with the certification to 
dive to 30m (which is exceptionally handy when 
travelling overseas). Many local and overseas 
wrecks sit at the bottom of the sea-bed in over 
18m, so if you are interested in taking a look at 
some of the wrecks in our area and overseas – 
this ticket is a must have.
 
Recently a group of advanced divers complet-
ed a Night Dive as part of their course. Overall 
there are 5 dives to be completed for the ad-
vanced course, with some of the dives being 
compulsory and some being optional. These 
guys chose to do the night dive as part of their 
course, and although it had been chosen, 
on the night there were a little nerves as we 
donned our gear ready to enter the dark water. 
With fresh batteries in the torches, signals dis-
cussed and safety check completed, you could 
hear the deep breath from the divers before 
they splashed over the side. We descended 

down the anchor line and as we dropped down 
into a whole new world our eyes adjusted, and 
we watched it come to life under the glow of our 
dive torch.  Night dives are always full of sur-
prises and definitely changes the way we see 
marine life. At night the marine world appears 
to be more beautiful, colourful and mysterious. 
The experience and calmness of night diving 
cannot be compared with any other form of 
scuba diving. It is completely different. Exciting 
yet relaxing at the same time and many of the 
reef animals that sleep or hide during the day 
only come out at night.
 
Night diving really is quite an interesting and 
mysterious experience and a thrill all at once 
and when we were back on the surface - the 
boys were buzzing!
 
As trainer for the club I am more than happy to 
talk to you about the different courses that you 
may be interested in. Due to other commitments 
until the end of the year I am unable to make 
Tuesday night club meetings, but don’t hesitate 
to give me a call.
 
Cheers,
Paul



CLUB UPRISING
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CLUB UPRISING
FESTIVAL OF

ACHIEVEMENTS 
AND FRIENDS

Annual Club Dinner

Saturday 24th August 2019
@ a secret location to be advised

Be warned me mateys, you only have five 
months to prepare yourself and your 

entries for this auspicious occassion.... 
whoa be tide any that miss out!!!



I recently got a chance to chat with long time 
Nelson Underwater Club and committee mem-
ber Katie Terry.

Hi Kate, when did you start diving?

“I learn’t in 2005 for an upcoming holiday in 
Rarotonga”

Did you do your dive course in Nelson?

“I almost finished my SSI Open Water dive 
course with the Big Blue in Nelson but couldn’t 
finish it because I got sick, so I finished it in 
Rarotonga”

What other courses have you done?

“Ive done my PADI Advanced Open Water, I 
have also done my first aid courses and Oxy-
gen Providers course for Dive Related Injuries 
with the Club and my VHF Operators Ticket”

Where have you dived around New Zealand?

“Mainly around Nelson and the Marlborough 
Sounds but I have enjoyed diving in Kaikoura, 

Goat Island and the Poor Knights”

What is your favourite local dive site?

“On the Koi wreck out of Picton, where my fa-
vourite buddy and husband proposed to me on 
the deck.”

What is your favourite type of diving?

“I love catching scallops when I can.”

What about overseas diving?

“I dive in Rarotonga of course and Vanuatu”

Is there anywhere that you dream about diving?

“I would love to dive on the Great Barrier Reef 
in Australia.”

What did you enjoy the most about diving in 
Vanuatu?

“Sending a postcard home after posting it at the 
Underwater Post Office on Hideaway Island.”
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Katie Terry Prof ile
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Do you remember the first peice of dive gear 
that you purchased?

“My dive mask and I still have it.”

What is your favourite peice of dive gear?

“ My BCD, its super light and its great for travel-
ling with.”

Have you ever lost any gear?

“I lost a catch bag, it wasn’t mine and it had a 
crayfish in it, ha ha.”

When did you join the Nelson Underwater 
Club?

“Around 2000 and something, we didn’t have a 
boat then and wanted to find others to go diving 
with.”

You have a boat now?

“Yes, a 4.3metre Niad rubber duckey inflatable, 
it was the rescue boat for the Foxton Boat Club 
hence its name Rescue 2.”

You have spent a fair bit of that time on the 
Clubs Committee since you joined the Club?

“ I have been the editor for the club magazine for 
the last eight years and now I am the Secretary”

What diving achievements come to mind with the 
Nelson Underwater Club.

“I won the Pukey Luke award for being sea sick 
on a club trip... ha ha.... most important I won the 
Macdonald Award for my services to the Nelson 
Underwater Club”

Thanks Katie, Im sure that everyone will meet 
you at the club meetings and hoefully on a few 
upcoming trips.

Port hole on wreck of the Koi



Buy, Sell, Swap
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Here is where you can advertise any diving, fishing or boating equipment that you have for sale, 
would like to swap or want to purchase. If you want to advertise here make sure that you send a 
good description of what your buying or selling and a photo to me by the 1st of the month to en-
sure that I get it in. There is limited space, so its strictly first in, first served and if we are limited for 
space we will limit it to two adverts per member to be fair on everyone.
editor@nelsonunderwater.club

Pro Dive Zip up 5mm Booties Size 14

Brand new, never been used

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

Faber 12l Steel Tank and Valve

Brand new 12litre (105cubic foot) steel tank and 235psi 
valve, never been used. 

Will put new test on for buyer

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

Beuchat Mask

Brand new, never been used

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

TUSA Splendive II Mask

Brand new, never been used

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

$25.00

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00
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Faber 12l Steel Tank and Valve

Brand new 12litre (105cubic foot) steel tank and 235psi 
valve, never been used. 

Will put new test on for buyer

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

TUSA Tri EX Fins

Brand new, never been used

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

Mare Avanti Plana Full Foot Fins

Brand new, never been used

Perfect for Underwater Hockey, freediving or tropical 
holidays

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

Female Semi Dry one piece Wetsuit Size L

More like a 10 than a large, this is a brand new single 
piece semi dry wetsuit for a female, it has never been 
worn.

Contact Eric 027 237 6132

$540.00

$100.00

$75.00

$150.00



GoPro Hero7
Meet HERO7 Silver, the perfect camera for ad-
ventures big and small. It’s built tough and totally 
waterproof—just grab it and go for it. Smooth 4K 
video and vibrant WDR photos make every mo-
ment look amazing. GPS lets you track how fast, 
high and far you went.1 With an intuitive touch-
screen, it’s simple to jump right in and get great 
shots. Plus, your photos and videos move right 
to the GoPro app for easy sharing.2 From beach 
days to vacays to good times with the family—
capture your life in a fresh new way with HERO7 
Silver.

In order to make the most of a day’s shooting, 
sometimes the limitation isn’t your inspiration, it’s 
how much footage you can fit on your memory 
card. So grab heaps of memory cards and enjoy!

4K30 Video. Get stunning 4K video that’s as 
amazing as the moment itself. You can also 
shoot time-lapse videos to turn longer events into 
short, shareable moments.

Rugged + Waterproof. Share experiences you 
can’t capture with your phone. HERO7 Silver is 
tough, tiny, totally waterproof—and up for any 
adventure.

Intuitive Touch Screen. With a touchscreen and 
simple, streamlined capture modes, it’s easy to 
jump right in and get great shots. Just swipe and 
tap.

Voice Control. Stay in the moment. Control 
your HERO7 Silver hands-free with voice com-
mands like “GoPro, take a photo” and “GoPro, 
start recording.”

10MP Photos With WDR. HERO7 Silver 
takes beautiful, vibrant 10MP photos—even 
in challenging shots that mix bright light and 
shadows. And with Burst mode, you can get 15 
photos in one second.

Video Stabilisation. Adios shaky footage. 
HERO7 Silver records smooth, steady video 
whether you’re skiing, snorkelling or chasing 
your dog around the yard.

Shoot Vertically. Capture photos and videos in 
portrait orientation—perfect for your Snapchat 
and Instagram Stories.

Photo Timer. Jump in there. A photo timer 
makes it easy to grab a GoPro selfie or group 
shot with your whole crew in the frame.

Touch Zoom. Get closer to the action. 

Short Clips. Capture 15 or 30 second video 
clips that are just the right length for sharing.
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Join the Club
New members are always welcome

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

FIRST NAME SURNAME

EMAIL

ADDRESS

HOME PHONE WORK PHONE MOBILE PHONE

DIVE QUALIFICATION TRAINING PROVIDER

ANY PARTICULAR ASPECT OF DIVING YOU ARE MOST INTERESTED IN?

eg: photography, cray/scallops, freediving, spearfishing

I HEREBY AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE NELSON 
UNDERWATER CLUB AND THE RELEVANT LAWS OF THE LAND.

PLEASE RETURN TO ANY NELSON UNDERWATER CLUB COMITTEE MEMEBER or 
POST TO NELSON UNDERWATER CLUB, PO BOX 3743, RICHMOND, NELSON or

EMAIL TO membership@nelsonunderwater.club
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Dive in!!!
with the NUC

DIVE with the Nelson Underwater Club

FOLLOW with the Nelson Underwater Club

JOIN the FUN with the Nelson Underwater Club

www.nelsonunderwater.club


